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Novel Infrared Vibron Absorption of Solid Hydrogen at Megabar Pressures
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We report new phenomena associated with the infrared-active vibrons in hydrogen at megabar
pressures. We find a striking 3 order of magnitude increase in vibron absorbance at the 150 GPa phase
transition at 85 K. A discontinuity in the frequency of the infrared vibron is observed which is identical
to that measured by Raman spectroscopy at the same temperature. The results indicate there is a
significant change in electronic properties at the transition. In addition, the infrared measurements pro-
vide evidence for a phase transition at 110 GPa at low temperature.

PACS numbers: 64.70.Kb, 62.50.+p, 78.30.—j

With recent advances in experimental and theoretical
capabilities, the behavior of solid hydrogen at ultrahigh
pressures has become a subject of intense study. This
system has attracted considerable attention because of its
possibly highly unusual dynamical and electronic proper-
ties in its high density states. At low pressure hydrogen
forms a molecular crystal with weak intermolecular in-

teractions, which increase with increasing pressures. A
major phase transition in hydrogen was discovered at ap-
proximately 150 GPa at 77 K by Raman scattering [1].
The transition is characterized by a discontinuous drop in

frequency (—100 cm ' at 77 K) of the Raman-active
vibron, confirmed in several subsequent spectroscopic
studies [2-4]. Of particular note is the fact that the
magnitude of the vibron discontinuity diminishes as tem-
perature is increased from 77 K, and the discontinuity
disappears altogether at a critical point near 140 K [4].
Above this temperature the Raman vibron frequency de-
creases continuously with increasing pressures. On the
other hand, no significant changes in optical properties in

the visible range occur across the transition [5-7]. De-
spite the growing number of experimental [1—10] and
theoretical studies [11—13], the nature of the transition
has not yet been determined unequivocally. More recent-

ly, there has been new experimental and theoretical evi-

dence for unusual behavior in the dense solid. New phe-
nomena have been observed in the low-frequency Raman
spectra of samples in the high-pressure phase [10]. In
addition, it has been suggested that new types of pairing
interactions and localization phenomena may occur in the
high-pressure phase [12,13].

The recent development of synchrotron infrared (ir)
spectroscopy at ultrahigh pressures [14] provides the op-
portunity for a new set of constraints on the nature of the
solid at high pressure, including detailed examination of
the 150 GPa transition. The Qt(J) intramolecular
stretching mode (vibron) of hydrogen in the frequency
range 4000-4600 cm observed in the ir is complernen-
tary to the study of the Raman vibron which has been the
only criterion for the 150 GPa transition in hydrogen. It
is crucial to determine whether the discontinuity, the

phase boundary, and the critical point also exist for the ir
vibron. The existence of these properties would indicate
that the transition is intrinsic to the intramolecular vibra-
tion and represents the actual softening of the zone-center
vibron. The absence of a vibron discontinuity in the in-
frared, for example, could indicate that the transition is

merely associated with a change in vibron band structure.
We report here several unexpected phenomena associ-

ated with the infrared-active vibron encountered during
continued characterization of hydrogen at megabar pres-
sures by infrared spectroscopy. We observe a new ab-
sorption line in the vibron frequency range appearing at
110 GPa, followed by a discontinuity in the infrared vib-
ron at 150 GPa. Further, there is a striking 3 order of
magnitude increase in absorptivity at this pressure. To-
gether with observation of the infrared vibron discon-
tinuity, the results indicate that there is a large electronic
change at the 150 GPa transition.

The measurements were performed on a new synchro-
tron infrared beam line (U2B) dedicated to mid-ir ul-

trahigh pressure spectroscopy at the National Synchrot-
ron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Hy-
drogen samples were loaded in modified megabar (Mao-
Bell) diamond cells. The cell was placed in a specially
designed liquid-nitrogen Dewar in which both ir absorp-
tion and Raman spectra can be measured on the same
sample at high pressures and low temperatures. Infrared
spectra were measured with a Nicolet 740 Fourier trans-
form spectrometer. Raman spectra were measured using
an argon-ion or krypton-ion laser for excitation and a 320
mm spectrograph with a charge coupled device detector.
Only pure hydrogen (free of any additional materials
such as ruby grains for pressure measurements) was
placed in the sample chamber. The previously measured
pressure dependence of the Raman vibron of hydrogen
was used to determine pressure [15]. This procedure also
provides a direct comparison of the ir and Raman vib-
rons, which was one of the primary goals of this study.

Hydrogen samples, with the approximate size of 20 pm
diameter and 2-3 pm thickness above 100 GPa, were
studied at 85 K up to 210 GPa. Representative absorp-
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FIG. 4. Diff'erence between the ir and Raman vibron fre-
quencies as a function of pressure; full circles, 85 K, low-
pressure phase; open circles, 85 K, high-pressure phase; and
squares, 295 K [14].

FIG. 3. Q~(J) ir and Raman vibron frequencies of hydrogen
as a function of pressure at 85 K. Open circles, pressures es-
timated on the basis of extrapolation of lower-pressure data;
squares, sharp peak appearing at l 10 GPa; and dashed lines, ir
and Raman frequencies at 295 K [14].

suits show that phase boundary and critical behavior ob-
served in ir absorption measurements correspond exactly
with those determined by Raman spectroscopy.

The diAerence between the ir and Raman vibrons,
Q~(J);, —Q~(J)R, ,„, is a measure of intermolecular vi-

brational coupling [14,21], and is plotted in Fig. 4. The
data at 85 K completely overlap those at 295 K [14] and
are continuous across the phase transition within the ex-
perimental error. Thus, a discontinuous change occurs in

the intramolecular vibration at the 150 GPa transition
~hereas the change in intermolecular vibrational coupling
is insignificant. Furthermore, the magnitude of the inter-
molecular coupling increases rapidly and with the same
rate before and after the transition.

In addition to the change at 150 GPa, evidence for a
new transition is observed at 110 GPa as indicated by the
new sharp peak which appears 45 cm ' below the princi-
pal vibron [Figs. 1(a) and 3]. The new peak was not ob-
served at 140 and 295 K, nor does it appear in the low-

temperature Raman spectra. This new peak may be re-
lated to a molecular ordering transition. The splitting of
the vibron may indicate that the ordered state has a lower
symmetry than hcp. Proposed ordered structures include
the Hat or tilted herringbone derivative of fully disordered
hcp [22]. Evidence for ordering on the basis of broaden-
ing and loss of the low frequency rotational Raman bands
was reported for pure parahydrogen at 8 K at comparable
pressures [9]. On the other hand, measurements carried
out at 77 K show that for normal hydrogen these bands
can be measured through this pressure range [8]. Also,

no significant change of the Q~(J)+So(J) vibron roton
combination bands is observed in the absorption spectra
at the appearance of the peak.

We now return to the striking enhancement of absorp-
tion of the vibron at the 150 GPa transition. The intensi-
ty of ir absorption 2 is a measure of the change of elec-
tric dipole moment p between the two states i and j,
2 ec ~(i~p~j)~ . Excitation of the intramolecular stretch-
ing mode in the isolated molecule is forbidden. Although
in the solid phase, electric dipole moments are induced by
intermolecular interactions [21], the induced moments
and the resultant ir absorption are weak. The absorption
coe%cient of the Q~(J) transition of the solid increases
with the square of density, but its maximum is still less
than 50 cm ' at 50 GPa [231 (relative density p/po=6)
[24]. This indicates that despite the monotonic increase
in intermolecular vibrational coupling [14], the basic
electronic properties change only moderately with pres-
sure in this range (including at the 110 GPa phase transi-
tion). We suggest that the dramatic increase in absorp-
tion indicates that the vibronic (electron-vibron) coupling
has increased in the high-pressure phase above 150 GPa.
This implies an interaction between an electronic state
(or states) and the intramolecular stretching mode [25].
Although the specific form of the coupling has not been
determined, this proposal is consistent with the enhance-
ment of the pure vibron Q~(J) relative to the combina-
tion bands [Q~(J)+S~(J) and QR(J)].

We conclude that the transition is best viewed as one in
which electrons are partially removed from the molecular
bond, thus causing the discontinuous drop of ir and Ra-
man vibron frequencies and weakening the bond. Such
redistribution of charge, associated either with electrons
moving into the conduction band [26] or the formation of
an electron-hole pair [4,13], would create a significant
transition moment in the high-pressure phase, as ob-
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served. The intensity change is also likely coupled with
structural distortions [22]. Notably, some parallels may
be found in the infrared response and vibronic coupling
documented for organic conductors and charge-transfer
compounds at zero pressure. In these systems, intra-
molecular modes couple with low-lying charge-transfer or
Drude-type transitions to give large enhancements in

the fundamental transitions in infrared absorption [27].
The visible and near-infrared transparency of the high-
pressure phase indicates that if it is metallic, its electron
carrier density is low [5-7,17]. An insulating ground
state could arise if the electrons have limited path length
due to disorder-induced localization or the formation of
excitonic (or possibly other novel) states [4,10,12,13].
The extent of ionization and localization, the nature of
the electron-vibron coupling, and a quantitative theory of
extraordinary infrared response documented here are thus
of considerable interest for future experimental and
theoretical study of the dense molecular solid.
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